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Abstract: This paper studies surface air temperature inversions and their impact on air pollution un-
der the background of meteorological conditions in southern Poland. The relationship of temperature
gradients and air quality classes with weather conditions in the most urbanized and polluted part of
Poland as represented by the Upper Silesia region (USR) within the administrative boundaries of
the Górnośląsko-Zagłębiowska Metropolis (GZM) is presented. Based on probability analysis this
study hierarchized the role of the selected weather elements in the development of surface-based
temperature inversion (SBI) and air quality (AQ). The thresholds of weather elements for a rapid
increase in the probability of oppressive air pollution episodes were distinguished. Although most
SBI occurred in summer winter SBIs were of great importance. In that season a bad air quality
occurred during >70% of strong inversions and >50% of moderate inversions. Air temperature more
strongly triggered AQ than SBI development. Wind speed was critical for SBI and significant for
AQ development. A low cloudiness favored SBI occurrence altered air quality in winter and spring
during SBI and favored very bad AQ5 (>180 µg/m3) occurrence. The probability of high air pollution
enhanced by SBI rapidly increased in winter when the air temperature dropped below −6 ◦C the
wind speed decreased below 1.5 m/s and the sky was cloudless. Changes in the relative humidity
did not induce rapid changes in the occurrence of bad AQ events during SBI

Keywords: stable air; unstable air; air quality; temperature inversions; particulate matter

1. Introduction

Vertical air temperature profile is critical for determining the height of the planetary
boundary layer [1] and the state of the atmosphere [2–5]. A negative vertical gradient
<−0.98 K/100 m (dry adiabatic lapse rate) indicates an unstable air column, while an
inverted situation in which warm air overlies cooler air is characteristic of temperature
inversion [6,7]. The formation of surface-based temperature inversions (SBIs) is triggered
by longwave radiative cooling at the surface [5,6,8–10]. Such a mechanism operates at
night under little or no cloud cover and light or calm wind conditions [6]. After sunrise,
the surface of the Earth absorbs solar radiation, and the air above the surface becomes
unstable [5]. SBIs largely control the vertical movement of pollution; therefore, studying
the occurrence of SBIs that can cause oppressive and health-threatening episodes of high
air pollution concentrations in urban areas is particularly important [11–16].

In the Upper Silesia Region, episodes of high air pollutant concentrations are very
common during the cold season. For example, during an SBI with an intensity of 8 K/100 m
that took place over GZM (Southern Poland) on 8 February 2015, the maximum hourly
concentrations of PM10 and SO2 were 414 µg/m3 and 189 µg/m3, respectively. An even
more drastic episode was recorded on 9 January 2017, during a high-pressure wedge and
polar continental air masses over the region. Frost prevailed that day with air temperature
of −19.2 ◦C. During the night, the air temperature inversion was as strong as 8.1 K/100
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m, resulting in extremely high concentrations of pollutants. According to the Voivod-
ship Inspectorate of Environmental Protection, the PM10 concentration was 985 µg/m3 in
Dąbrowa Górnicza (11 pm) and 667 µg/m3 in Katowice (4 am).

In addition, SBI plays an important role in regulating turbulent flux regimes in ecosys-
tems and the surface energy balance [17–19] and co-occurs with meteorological phenom-
ena that affect the quality of human life. These phenomena include the formation of
fog and ground frost, which disrupt the activities of the transportation and agriculture
industries [7,20–22].

The frequency and persistence of SBI exhibits geographic variations depending on the
climate, topography, and weather of an area. In polar climates, SBI is the most characteristic
and periodically persistent feature of the atmospheric boundary layer e.g., [8,10,23–31].
At high latitudes under long and severe winters, short days are not long enough to allow
radiation to dissipate SBI [6,31–33]. Permanent inversions have been found over the
Antarctic Plateau in winter [31]. In midwinter, SBI can persist for several days in basins
and valleys [9,34]. All-day or diurnal SBI is also possible at other locations due to their
specific synoptic conditions, including the advection of warm air masses [33,35]. Adiabatic
compression of air in anticyclonic systems [20,36–39] leads to the formation of elevated
inversions [33,35,40], but these conditions fall outside the scope of this paper. Anticyclonic
conditions also lead to an increased SBI strength and thickness due to reductions in cloud
cover, as can be seen in Greenland [41]. However, in Central Europe most SBI occurs during
nights in summer season [42–47].

Meteorological factors known to control the build-up or strengthening of SBI at various
locations include low wind speeds [31,32,48–50], snow-covered surfaces that plunge air
temperature and reflect solar radiation [51], and sea breezes [52]. Conversely, Milionis
and Davies [53] identified no association between temperature inversions and local wind
maximums and vertical wind shear actions. Urban and topographic complexities may
modify the formation and disruption of SBI, supporting the need for local studies of vertical
air temperature profiles [1]. In urban areas in Japan, no inversion is observed in winter
due to heat supply originating from the seas and strong winds near the coast [54]. A lower
frequency of nocturnal SBI in urban environments relative to suburban areas was also
found in Krakow [42] and Moscow [55].

Surface-based air temperature inversions are of great importance to enhance air pol-
lutant concentrations, particularly in winter [5,10,29,35,50,56–60]. Air pollution similarly
to SBI, reveals a close relationship with weather conditions, including air temperature,
relative humidity, wind speed, solar radiation, and pressure [50,61–63]. Various wind
speed thresholds dictating air pollutant concentrations are mentioned in the literature, e.g.,
<4 m/s1 [64] or <3 m/s1 [65]. Low wind speeds were found to favor the accumulation of
industrial emissions [50,66–71].

A strong linkage was found between the concentration of air pollutants and both
mesoscale [35,62,72,73] and large-scale atmospheric circulation [74]. The influence of air
mass advection on air pollution was also studied using backward trajectories [68,73,75]. In
Upper Silesia during the period 1994–2004 [76], under anticyclonic conditions the pollutant
concentrations reach two to three times the permissible level of 50 µg/m3, particularly in
autumn, winter and early spring.

The above literature overview revealed that both SBI and air pollution depend on
meteorological conditions; however, a complex study of co-occurring phenomena (SBI
and AQ) under the background weather conditions described by selected meteorological
elements has not been studied based on long-term vertical measurements (25 years) in
an urban environment. The vast majority of studies have used data from short-term
experiments, ranging from several months to 5 years e.g., [77–80], or from weather stations
located at the ground surface but at various altitudes e.g., [1,53,57]. Complex studies
counting a set of meteorological elements and their impacts on SBI and air pollution are
rare [39,56,81]. The data used in this study are important because vertical meteorological
measurements collected in cities/urban environments are rare. According to Wolf et al. [78],
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in situ measurements of temperature profiles at elevations a few tens or hundreds of meters
above the ground are difficult and costly, if not impossible, in urbanized areas. In Poland,
only three radiosonde stations, located outside the cities, are in operation, and none of
them are located in the Upper Silesia region. Moreover, soundings are performed twice
a day at 00 and 12 UTC. According to radiosounding in Wrocław (SW Poland) during
the period 2001–2020, the average depth of the SBI layer at night is 207 m, changing from
186 m in spring to 249 m in winter. Most often (81%), the SBI thickness ranges from 50 to
300 m [47,60].

This study discusses the complex relationships between air temperature gradients in
the near-ground troposphere and air quality based on PM10 concentrations and weather
conditions. The calculated mean values of selected meteorological elements for unstable
and stable atmospheres and conditional probabilities for defined ranges of meteorological
elements also allowed hierarchization of the role that meteorological elements play in
SBI development and AQ. The novelty of this study includes the long-term (19 years)
series of air temperature gradients of high temporal resolution (10 min) and the results
on annual and diurnal courses of the thermal structure of the atmosphere focusing on
ground-level inversions in the typical urban and industrial area of the Upper Silesia. The
comprehensive impact of the thermal gradients in combination with weather conditions
(wind, cloud cover, air humidity) on the atmospheric pollution has not been studied
so far in the Górnośląsko-Zagłębiowska Metropolis. The results of this study help us
understand the distribution of air pollution and may be useful for authorities to mitigate
the negative impacts of bad air quality, prediction and modelling studies on surface-based
air temperature inversion, and air quality in urban areas located on uplands in temperate
climate zones. The introduction is outlined in Section 1, and the data and methods are
described in Section 2. The daily and annual courses of air temperature gradients and air
quality classes are discussed in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. The relationships between
air pollution (concentration of PM10) and various air temperature gradients are discussed
in Section 5. Section 6 characterizes the weather conditions described by air temperature,
wind speed, cloudiness, and relative humidity under strong and conditionally unstable
(γ < −0.5 K/100 m) and stable (γ > 1 K/100 m) conditions and dependently on AQ. The
probability of ground-based SBI and bad or very bad air quality classes depending on the
ranges of various meteorological elements are presented in Section 7. Sections 8 and 9
provide the discussion and conclusions, respectively.

2. Research Area, Data, and Methods
2.1. Research Area and Data

The Górnośląsko-Zagłębiowska Metropolis (GZM) is located in the central part of
southern Poland (Figure 1) and is the most urbanised part of the country and most pol-
luted part of Europe. The GZM occupies an area of 2553 km2 and is inhabited by almost
2.3 million people. The daily threshold for the mass concentration of PM10 (>50 µg/m3)
is exceeded considerably during the heating season in all metropolis cities [82]. The main
source of air pollution near the ground atmosphere level below 50 m is the emission do-
mestic premises during the cold season and the road transport across the whole year. The
emission from mining and metallurgical industries emission takes place all year round to
slightly higher layers of the atmosphere about 100–150 m above the ground [76,83,84].
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Figure 1. The research area (GZM), location of the gradient meteorological station with measurement
points at 2 m and 88 m above ground level, and air monitoring stations.

The meteorological gradient station that collected the measurements in the vertical
profile of the lower troposphere is located in the central part of the GZM area at the
Institute of Earth Sciences in Sosnowiec, the University of Silesia in Katowice (50◦17′ N,
19◦08′ E, 263 m above sea level, Figure 1). The measurements are performed at the ground
meteorological station and on the roof of the Institute of Earth Sciences building at a height
of 88 m above the ground in line with the WMO standards. The gradient station delivers
unique, long-term (1993–until now), and high-temporal-resolution (10 min) meteorological
data from the center of an urbanized area. Temperature sensors were recalibrated every
time they were replaced and after any station failures. The accuracy of temperature
measurements is about ±0.2 ◦C. The comparison of air temperature measured at the
two levels for selected days representing various weather conditions presented no signs
that the roof impacts the quality of measurements, as the sensors were located about
5 m above the roof surface. During clear nights with low wind speeds, the gradient
was positive, indicating the occurrence of air temperature inversions, while on cloudy
days with higher wind speeds, the temperature gradient (γ) was negative and varied at
approximately −1 ◦C per 100 m (Figure 2). The data we possess do not provide information
regarding surface-based temperature inversion depths, but they do enable the study of the
daily course of SBI frequency and intensity and its detailed relation to weather conditions.

The development and dissipation of SBI are closely related to weather conditions and
immediately respond to changes or variability in some meteorological elements (particu-
larly to wind speed). Therefore, we used 1-h-resolution data for both the meteorological
elements and PM10 concentrations. The primary meteorological data used in this study in-
clude the hourly averages of air temperature, wind speed and relative humidity (calculated
from 10 min data). The cloudiness data were taken from the Katowice Muchowiec Airport
synoptic station of the Institute of Meteorology and Water Management (9 km to SW from
gradient stations) because visual observations at the gradient station are performed occa-
sionally. The existing cloudiness observations from the gradient station were compared
with data from Katowice Muchowiec and showed a great degree of agreement.
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Figure 2. Daily course of air temperature (upper graph) and wind speed vs. (lower graph) at
gradient meteorological station between 24 November 2020 16:00 (UTC+2) and 27 November 2020
08:00 (UTC+2) showing various air temperature differences (dt = T88 − T2) that determines the
thermodynamic state of the air.

To assess the impact of SBI on air quality, we also used the particulate matter concen-
tration (PM10) data from 4 monitoring stations operating within the Silesian Air Monitoring
of the Regional Inspectorate of Environmental Protection, which is freely available from
the webpage of http://powietrze.katowice.wios.gov.pl/ (accessed 21 January 2021). The
monitoring stations representing the most heavily inhabited central parts of the GZM area
and the Silesian voivodeship (Figure 1) are located at distances of 2 km (Sosnowiec), 14 km
(Katowice), 25 km (Zabrze) and 32 km (Gliwice) from the gradient stations. The average
values of PM10 concentration at these 4 stations well represent the aero-sanitary conditions
of the entire Silesia region. Correlation coefficients between the average monthly PM10 at
individual stations and the area average in the period 1994–2020 ranged from 0.92 to 0.96.

List of variables used in this paper are presented in Table 1. The data are not complete.
Gaps in data result from the breaking of measurement tools or energy failures (Table 2).
The gaps are concentrated in the first part of the research period. After 2002, the data
completeness is much better. Despite the gaps, the sampled 1-hourly data is sufficient
to enable the detailed analysis of the relationships between SBI, AQ and the selected
meteorological elements. The gaps in the data are obstacles when long-term variability is
studied, which is not the case in that study.

http://powietrze.katowice.wios.gov.pl/
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Table 1. List of meteorological variables (hourly values).

Symbol Variable (Unit)

AT2; T2 Air temperature 2 m (◦C)
AT88; T88 Air temperature 88 m (◦C)

dt Temperature difference: dt = AT88 − AT2 (K)
γ; ATG Vertical temperature gradient: γ = (AT88 − AT2)/86 ∗ 100 (K/100 m)
PM10 Particulate matter of less than 10 microns (µg/m3)

V Wind speed (m/s)
N Cloudiness (% of sky coverage; N% = N octas * 12.5)

N ≤ 20% Clear hours
N ≥ 80% Cloudy hours

RH Relative humidity (%)
RH < 50% Dry hours
RH > 80% Wet hours

Table 2. Characteristic of hourly data completeness expressed as a percentage of seasons [%] with:
ND—no data, Full—complete data, G≤ 20%—gaps covering≤20% of hours, G > 20%—gaps covering
>20% of hours for selected meteorological elements and air monitoring stations in 1993–2020.

Season AT2 AT88 dt V PM10S PM10K PM10Z PM10G

MAM ND 12 12 12 4 16 2 2 10
Full 75 75 76 82 36 46 70 63

G ≤ 20% 80 80 80 92 81 94 88 86
G > 20% 8 8 8 5 4 4 10 5

JJA ND 7 7 7 9 20 6 2 12
Full 65 65 67 68 36 44 58 58

G ≤ 20% 78 78 78 88 73 88 90 78
G > 20% 6 6 6 5 7 6 7 10

SON ND 15 15 15 14 16 4 10 8
Full 68 68 70 71 45 61 54 60

G ≤ 20% 76 76 76 78 78 90 84 86
G > 20% 9 9 9 9 6 6 6 6

DJF ND 7 7 7 9 16 4 4 10
Full 80 80 80 83 44 57 57 72

G ≤ 20% 89 89 89 88 76 91 88 84
G > 20% 4 4 4 4 9 5 9 6

AT2—air temperature measured in the meteorological garden., AT88—air temperature measured on the roof,
dt—difference between AT88 and AT2, V—wind speed, PM10—particulate matter, S—Sosnowiec, K—Katowice,
Z—Zabrze, G—Gliwice. Seasons: MAM –spring, JJA—summer, SON—autumn, DJF—winter.

2.2. Methods

Based on the average hourly air temperature (AT) data, the vertical gradients determin-
ing the state of the atmosphere were calculated as the differences between the AT measured
at 2 m (AT2) and 88 m (AT88) above ground level. Next, the differences were converted
to the standard meteorological gradient defined as the change per 100 m according to
formula 1 [47]. Positive ATGs (γ) indicate surface-based temperature inversion (SBI), while
negative ATGs represent strong or conditionally unstable conditions, i.e., a vertical decrease
in AT below −0.5 K/100 m.

γ = (AT88 − AT2)/86 ∗ 100 (1)
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The resulting 1 hourly γ (air temperature change in K per 100 m) was classified into
one of the following six classes characterising the air stability:

• strong instability γ < −1.0 K,
• conditional instability −1 K ≤ γ < −0.5 K,
• isothermal conditions −0.5 K ≤ γ ≤ 0.5 K,
• weak inversion 1 K > γ > 0.5 K,
• moderate inversion 5.0 K > γ ≥ 1.0 K
• strong inversion γ ≥ 5.0 K.

We adopted the threshold of γ ± 0.5 K for isothermal conditions to minimize measure-
ment errors that might have not been detected [12,47]. Conditional instability depends on
wet adiabatic lapse rate in the moist air. Unstable conditions occur only when the vertical
negative gradient of air temperature is lower than the moist adiabatic lapse rate. On the
other hand, when vertical gradient is lower than −0.98 K/100 m (dry adiabatic lapse rate),
unstable conditions always occur [6]. In this study, as in the previous one [47], we took into
account air temperature inversions when the vertical temperature gradient was greater
than +0.5 K/100 m.

Based on hourly PM10 concentrations, the classes of air pollution were identified by
adopting the threshold values of hourly PM10 concentrations for cities used in the Common
Air Quality Index [85]. Based on the threshold values, the following five classes of air
quality related to PM10 were distinguished.

• very good air quality (AQ1): 0 µg/m3 < PM10 ≤ 25 µg/m3

• good air quality (AQ2): 25 µg/m3 < PM10 ≤ 50 µg/m3

• moderate air quality (AQ3): 50 µg/m3 < PM10 ≤ 90 µg/m3

• bad air quality (AQ4): 90 µg/m3 < PM10 ≤ 180 µg/m3

• very bad air quality (AQ5): PM10 > 180 µg/m3

In this paper, we use the term clean air (AQ12) for the joint AQ1 and AQ2 and polluted
air (AQ45) for AQ4 and AQ5. These five AQ classes were further used to assess how SBI
impacts PM10 concentrations and to calculate the frequency and conditional probability of
SBI and AQ. We used the AQ classes because it allowed us to use hourly data for seasonal
perspectives (no need to calculate seasonal averages). However, as a background, the
frequency distribution of PM10 concentrations for each γ was also presented (see Section 5
for details).

For each class of γ and AQ, the daily, annual and seasonal courses in their probabilities
were calculated as the quotient of the number of given cases (particular classes of γ and
AQ) occurring in a particular period and the number of all possible cases. The number of
possible cases was determined by the number of hours in the considered time period (UTC
during a day, a month, or a season). The probability delivers more applicable information
on how often we can expect an event during a particular period.

The relationships between γ, AQ and weather were analyzed employing two ap-
proaches depending on the weather characteristics. As a first approach, the average values
of air temperature (AT), wind speed (V), cloudiness (N) and relative humidity (RH) were
calculated for each AQ class under unstable (γ <−0.5 K) and stable (γ > 1 K) conditions. We
decided to calculate averages instead of the median due to the large sample size we possess.
The median, which neglects the variable values within an entire sample and considers only
one location characteristic of the statistical distribution of the sample (the measurement
located in the middle of the distribution), is not the optimal choice in that case. As the
second approach, the conditional probability was used to assess the probability of cloudy
(N ≥ 80%), clear (N ≤ 20%), dry (RH < 50%) and wet (RH > 80%) hours conditioned by γ

and AQ. Both the probability and conditional probability are useful for modelling studies
and forecasting. Hours with missing data were eliminated from calculations. We assumed
that apparent differences in weather conditions between stable and unstable conditions,
including the AQ, indicate a meaningful relationship between these variables.
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All statistics based on air pollution data (PM10 concentrations) were calculated sep-
arately for each station; then, they were arithmetically averaged over all stations. In this
paper, we only present the average probabilities for the GZM. The averaging procedure is
justified by the high and statistically significant correlations of temporal variability in PM10
concentrations between the monitoring stations (Pearson correlation coefficients highest in
DJF: 0.694–0.793, lowest in JJA: 0.422–0.684, all significant at a p < 0.0001 level).

3. Climatology of Air Temperature Gradients—Occurrence, Persistence and Intensity
3.1. Daily Course of Air Temperature Gradients (γ)

The daily courses of the probability of a given air temperature gradient show opposite
patterns for unstable and stable air (Figure 3). Grey solid lines with dots in Figure 3 repre-
sent daily variability in the probability of a particular γ class calculated for the entire year.
The vertical bars show seasonal variability in this probability. The bar bottoms represent the
seasonal minimum (various months), while the bar tops represent the maximum seasonal
probabilities.

Figure 3. Daily course of conditional probability of air temperature gradients (γ) and its seasonal
variability; the bottom of the bars—minimum seasonal probability, top of the bars—maximum
seasonal probability. Time: 12 UTC = 13:20 local mean solar time. Explanations: (a)—strong instability,
(b)—and strong instability, (c)—isothermal conditions, (d)—strong inversion, (e)—moderate and
strong inversion, (f)—all inversions.

During the daytime, when solar radiation is active, the unstable conditions reached
their maximum (>80%) between 09 and 14 UTC (Figure 3a,b). Strong instability reached
a maximum probability of 60% during a day and was extremely scarce at night between
19–04 UTC (Figure 3a). The seasonal variability in the probability of unstable conditions
was greatest in the morning at 06–09 UTC and in the afternoon at 14–16 UTC (Figure 3a,b).
The highest seasonal probability of unstable air between 05–17 UTC, reaching more than
90% midday, occurred in summer, while the lowest probability (07–15 UTC) occurred in
winter. In the remaining part of the day, the situation was inverted. The highest seasonal
probability between 18–04 UTC usually occurred in winter, while the lowest probability
occurred in summer (19–04 UTC) or autumn (05–06 UTC or 16–18 UTC).

SBI usually occurred at night with the maximum probability (more than 40%) taking
place between 20 and 03 UTC, and occasionally, during the daytime, it held a probability
lower than 10% between 08–16 UTC (Figure 3d–f). Strong SBIs were very rare even at
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night (10–13% at 20–04 UTC), and they did not occur during the day between 12–15 UTC.
Seasonal variability in the daily course of SBI probability was also largest at night.

3.2. Annual Course of Air Temperature Gradients (γ)

Typically, the maximum probability of strong instability (γ < −1 K) appeared during
warm months (May: 31.5%, June: 34.1%, July: 32.4%), and the minimum probability
appeared in November and December (ca. 10%), which results from the annual variability
in solar radiation reaching the Earth’s surface. The annual course of γ < −0.5 K was close
to that for isothermal conditions. The occurrence of SBI was most likely to occur in August,
followed by September and December (Figure 4a). The secondary maximum was found
in May (29.1%). The probability of very strong inversion was highest in autumn (6.6% in
October and 6.1% in November) and lowest in winter (1.5–1.8%) (Figure 4b). Such an annual
course of the SBI probability is generalized and highlighted by seasonal probabilities of
SBI (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Monthly (a) and seasonal (b) variability in probability of air temperature gradients (γ).

The daily and monthly courses of maximum hourly SBI strengths are shown in Figure 5.
The strongest SBIs occurred at night between 20 and 06 UTC, when their strength exceeded
11 K/100 m with a maximum of 12.8 K/100 m registered at 03 UTC in October (Figure 5a).
The annual pattern is less evident and masked by a wide range of variability between
months. The tendency towards low SBI strengths in the warmer part of a year (June-
September) can be identified (Figure 5b).

Figure 5. Daily (a) and annual (b) variability in maximum SBI intensity based on 1 h data.
Time: 12 UTC = 13:20 local mean solar time.

Monthly and seasonal SBI probabilities, depending on their duration and strength, are
presented in Table 3. Generally, short-lasting SBI (1 h, γ > 0.5 K/100 m) was very common.
Its probability exceeded 50% throughout the entire year and was higher than 80% between
April and September, with apparent domination in summer and a maximum in August.
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A similar distribution was also characteristic of SBI with 3-h and 6-h durations and for
moderate and strong SBI (γ ≥ 1 K) of analogous durations. The maximum probability
of the longest SBI (≥12 h) was found in SON on a seasonal scale and in September on a
monthly scale, with the exception of the strongest SBI (γ ≥ 5 K), which peaked in October
(Table 3).

Table 3. Monthly and seasonal probability [%] of air temperature inversions of a duration of 1 h, 3 h,
6 h and 12 h calculated based on 1 h data.

Period
γ > 0.5 K γ ≥ 1 K γ ≥ 5 K

1 h 3 h 6 h 12 h 1 h 3 h 6 h 12 h 1 h 3 h 6 h 12 h

Dec 57 45 33 14 45 35 24 8.5 8 5 2.0 0.5
Jan 54 41 31 14 44 32 23 8.8 8 6 2.6 0.3
Feb 61 46 33 10 48 35 25 7.2 10 5 2.8 0.9

DJF 57 44 32 13 46 34 24 8,2 8.8 5.3 2.5 0.6

Mar 69 59 46 15 59 44 34 9.0 17 11 4.9 0.3
Apr 84 74 57 14 77 65 47 7.9 29 17 6.4 0.1
May 86 75 51 5.1 79 66 38 0 29 17 4.0 0

MAM 79 69 51 11 72 58 40 8.5 25 15 5.1 0.2

Jun 88 76 51 3.3 85 71 39 1.3 25 13 2.2 0
Jul 89 82 58 6.4 85 73 47 2.9 33 20 4.1 0

Aug 94 88 73 21 89 80 58 12 31 18 5.2 0

JJA 90 82 61 10 86 75 48 5.4 30 17 3.8 0

Sep 83 75 64 33 76 67 54 26 35 24 11 0.9
Oct 79 69 58 27 70 62 49 20 27 20 11 3.0
Nov 67 56 41 20 57 46 33 15 16 11 6.4 1.6

SON 76 66 54 27 67 58 45 20 26 18 9.5 1.9

γ—air temperature gradient defined as its change per 100 m; 1 h, 2 h etc.—duration of air temperature inversions.

4. Daily, Monthly and Seasonal Variability in Air Quality Classes

Daily courses of the probability of AQ classes are presented in Figure 6. Light grey
dots connected with a line represent the annual probabilities, while vertical bars represent
seasonal ranges. Although the range of the vertical axis differs depending on AQ, the
scales of the axes are the same, so the size of the graph and the degree of variability are
comparable to each other. Most of the classes have a clear bimodal daily course, except for
AQ2 due to its narrow range of diurnal variability (32–35% probability). AQ1 reached its
primary maximum in the early afternoon between 13–15 UTC and was secondary in the
early morning between 02–05 UTC (probability >44% annually). Seasonal variability in
the AQ1 probability exhibited a wide range between 10 and 18 UTC, with the minimum
and maximum values occurring in winter (23% on average) and summer (26% on average),
respectively. Little seasonal variability was found between 04 and 06 UTC.

The probability of AQ45 (polluted air) had an inverted daily course compared to
the clean air classes of AQ12. The primary maximum of AQ4 occurred in the evening
(19–22 UTC), with the highest annual probability at 20–21 UTC (12.9%); the secondary
maximum was observed in the morning between 07–08 UTC (9.2%). The winter maximum
AQ4 probability was shifted to occur later in the morning (09–10 UTC) and earlier in
the afternoon (19–20 UTC) compared to the annual values. A similar daily course was
characteristic of a moderate AQ class (AQ3) (Figure 6). The probability of the most polluted
air class (AQ5) was highest between 20 and 22 UTC and in the morning between 08 and
09 UTC. The characteristic feature of that class was that a relatively high probability
persisted until midnight. In the case of AQ4, the probability diminished after 20 UTC. The
range of seasonal variability in the AQ5 probability class was determined by the winter
maximum and summer minimum. Such a daily course of the AQ classes indicates the main
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sources of PM10 in the GZM, which are mostly domestic premises and transport/traffic
(near the ground emission sources). However, very rarely, the AQ5 class also occurred in
summer with the exception of the hours between 12 and 14 UTC. Summer episodes of high
PM10 concentrations occurred within various hours and on various days depending on the
station and were most frequent in Sosnowiec, which suggests their local sources.

Figure 6. Daily variability in probability of air quality classes (AQ) and their seasonal variability;
grey dots linked with line represent probability calculated based on data for the entire year, vertical
bars—seasonal variability in probability, the bottom of the bars—minimum seasonal probability,
top of the bars—maximum seasonal probability (usually in winter), daily courses in AQ calculated
as arithmetical average from 4 monitoring stations (Sosnowiec, Katowice, Zabrze, Gliwice). Time:
12 UTC = 13:20 local mean solar time.

Monthly and seasonal variabilities in the AQ probabilities are presented in Figure 7. In
the GZM, clean air was most likely to occur in the warm part of a year—between May and
July (AQ1 > 50%) or between April and August (AQ2 almost 40%). Polluted air classes were
numerous between November and January (AQ4: 14.3–16.7%; AQ5: 4.5–6.8%) (Figure 7a).
The seasonal probability of polluted air (AQ45) reached 23.4% in winter and 14.2% in
autumn (Figure 7b).

Figure 7. Monthly (a) and seasonal (b) probability of air quality classes (AQ see Section 2.2) in
Silesia. The AQ recognised based on hourly PM10 data. Average probability for Silesia calculated as
arithmetical average from station probabilities.
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5. Relationships between Air Temperature Gradients and Air Quality Classes

The air quality depends on γ, which is presented in Figure 8, showing the frequency
distribution of PM10 concentrations for particular γ classes. The relation between PM10
concentrations and γ varies throughout the year and is the strongest in winter and most
noticeable in spring and autumn.

Figure 8. Cumulated frequency of hourly PM10 concentration [µg/m3] depending on air temperature
gradients γ from seasonal perspective.

In winter, the PM10 concentrations most frequently reached 20–40 µg/m3 during
unstable conditions. In the other seasons, the range with the maximum frequency shifted to
10–20 µg/m3. During weak inversions, the PM10 range of 30–40 µg/m3 was most frequent
in winter and spring, while in autumn, a range of 20–30 µg/m3 dominated. Although air
was generally clear under unstable conditions, episodes of very high PM10 concentrations
(>180 µg/m3) were also noted and constituted approximately 2.3% of the cases occurring
in DJF, 0.2% in MAM and 0.6% in SON (values averaged over γ < −1 K and <−0.5 K).
The level of pollutants in these conditions depends only on the amount of emissions.
During moderate and strong SBI, the most frequent PM10 concentrations were higher,
reaching 50–70 µg/m3 in DJF and 30–40 µg/m3 in both transitional seasons. Although
these PM10 ranges fall into good and moderate AQ classes, the frequency of hours where
PM10 > 90 µg/m3 and 180 µg/m3 was high. In winter, AQ45 occurred during 54% of hours
with medium SBI and 73% of hours with strong SBI. AQ5 (PM10 > 180 µg/m3) constituted
22% of hours with medium SBI and 39% of hours with strong SBI. In transitional seasons
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during moderate SBI, the air was polluted (>90 µg/m3) in 21% (MAM) and 25% (SON) of
cases and very polluted (>180 µg/m3) in 4% (MAM) and 6% (SON) of cases. During strong
inversions, the situation was worse. The air was polluted in 35% of cases and very polluted
in 9% of cases in both seasons.

The highest hourly PM10 concentrations were all noted in winter months, mostly in
January at night during moderate or strong inversion, i.e., Sosnowiec—1118 µg/m3 on
12 February 2012 at 21 UTC with γ = 5.1 K; Katowice—672 µg/m3 on January 09, 2017 at
03 UTC with γ = 7.9 K; Zabrze—1236 µg/m3 on January 09, 2017 at 22 UTC with γ = 4.6 K;
and Gliwice—824 µg/m3 on 04 January 2002, at 04 UTC with γ = 2.2 K. The maximum
winter PM10 concentration occurring during unstable conditions reached 787 µg/m3 on
13 February 2012, at 07 UTC in Sosnowiec, 532 µg/m3 on 10 December 2001, at 01 UTC
in Katowice, 767 µg/m3 on 9 January 2017, at 10 UTC in Zabrze and 687 µg/m3 on 04
December 2010, at 23 UTC in Gliwice.

Seasonal variability in the conditional probability (CP) of AQ classes occurring dur-
ing unstable and stable conditions is presented in Figure 9. The left half of the figure
(γ < −0.5 K) represents strong and conditionally unstable conditions, while the right half
represents moderate and strong SBI events (γ≥ 1 K). The CP of clean air (AQ12) dominated
the CP of other AQ classes in all seasons during unstable conditions and in summer during
SBI (Figure 9). The AQ1 probability varied seasonally from 67.3% in JJA to 34.2% in DFJ
during unstable conditions and was similar (36.6%) during SBI in JJA. The occurrence of
polluted air (AQ45) was more dependent on air stability and varied seasonally. Both classes
of bad and very bad AQ were most likely to occur in winter (AQ4: 36.8%, AQ5: 26.7%)
during SBI. In spring and autumn, AQ4 occurrence had a nearly equal probability (20.3
and 21.4%) but decreased by ca. 16% in winter. During SBI, the probability of very bad air
quality in transitional seasons (SON: 7.0%, MAM: 5.4%) was 4–5 times lower than that in
winter (Figure 9). AQ5 also sporadically registered under strong and conditionally unstable
conditions in winter.

Figure 9. Average probability of air quality classes conditioned by strong and conditionally unstable
(γ ≤ −0.5 K) and stable (γ ≥ 1.0 K) atmospheres from seasonal perspective in GZM; average
probability calculated from station probabilities; for example, AQ1 conditional probability for all
unstable conditions was calculated as a quotient of the number of hours with AQ1 and the number of
hours with γ < −0.5 K in a given season and expressed in percentage.

6. Meteorological Conditions for Vertical Temperature Gradients and Air Quality Classes

This section compares the average values of the selected meteorological elements
calculated under unstable and stable conditions and for AQ classes. Figures 10–12 deliver
complex information on these relationships and their seasonal variability. We assumed
that the larger the difference in the averages between stable and unstable conditions is, the
greater the impact on the formation of SBI. Moreover, we also assumed that the apparent
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differences in the average values of meteorological elements between the AQ classes during
particular seasons (hereinafter called the range of variability) indicate that an element
significantly impacts the AQ.

Figure 10. Average air temperature (a), wind speed (b), cloudiness (c) and relative humidity (d) for
strong and conditionally unstable (γ < −0.5 K) and stable (γ ≥ 1.0 K) atmospheres depending on air
quality classes in Sosnowiec.

Figure 11. Conditional probability (CP) of clear (a), cloudy (b), dry (c) and wet (d) hours conditioned
by air stability (strong and conditionally unstable conditions: γ <−0.5 K, stable conditions: γ ≥ 1.0 K)
and air quality (AQ) in GZM. CP calculated as a quotient of the number of particular days (e.g., clear
days) and the number of days with particular AQ and air stability (e.g., AQ5 and γ ≥ 1.0 K) and
expressed in percentages.
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Figure 12. Average conditional probability (CP) of all air temperature inversions (SBI, γ > 0.5 K),
polluted air (AQ45 = AQ4 + AQ5) and simultaneous occurrence of SBI and AQ45 for ranges of
selected meteorological elements in autumn (SON) winter (DJF) and spring (MAM) based on hourly
data; averages calculated from air monitoring station.

6.1. Air Temperature (AT)

In the case of air temperature, the differences between stable and unstable condition
partly results from the daily cycle in their occurrence; however, these differences are not
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large. The average seasonal AT during SBI, that occurred mostly at night, was reduced
by 3.8 ◦C (JJA) to 1.2 ◦C (DJF) relative to that during unstable conditions, that occurred
mostly during a daytime. In particular seasons, the range of variability in AT depending
on AQ was larger during SBI (MAM: 8.9 ◦C, JJA: 5.8 ◦C, SON: 5.7 ◦C, DJF: 8.6 ◦C) than
under unstable conditions (MAM: 4.9 ◦C, JJA: 2.4 ◦C, SON: 4.1 ◦C, DJF: 7.0 ◦C). In both
spring and autumn, the AQ worsened in line with a decrease in air temperature. The AT
reached approximately 10 ◦C during AQ1 and AQ2 and approximately 4 ◦C (SON) or 0 ◦C
(MAM) during AQ5. In winter, independent of the vertical gradient, the air temperature
was close to 0 ◦C during days with clean air, and it was negative for the other AQ classes,
with a minimum for AQ5 reaching −5 ◦C during unstable conditions and −8 ◦C during
SBI (Figure 10a). In summer, the air temperature was the highest during AQ5; however,
the frequency of that AQ5PM10 class was very low in that season. Moreover, summer AQ5
occurred on various days depending on the station, suggesting local emission sources
of PM10.

6.2. Wind Speed (V)

Wind speeds apparently differed during unstable conditions (MAM: 2.1 m/s, JJA and
SON: 1.6 m/s, DJF: 1.8 m/s) and SBI (MAM and DJF: 0.5 m/s, JJA and SON: 0.4 m/s),
demonstrating that this meteorological element is decisive for SBI development. Low wind
speeds during SBI resulted in a small range of variability depending on the AQ, which
equaled 0.3 m/s in all seasons. No seasonal variability in this range indicates that the
relationships are stable throughout a year. However, the well-known dependency of AQ on
reduction in wind speed is still apparent (Figure 10b). During SBI, the average wind speed
for AQ5 did not exceed 0.3 m/s, while for AQ1, it varied seasonally between 0.5–0.6 m/s.
Wind speed for hours with bad and very bad AQ during unstable conditions was higher
than during SBI; however, it was still at least two times lower compared to the very good
and good AQ classes and varied seasonally between 1.2 and 1.8 m/s for AQ4 and between
1.0 and 1.5 m/s for AQ5 (Figure 10b).

Table 4 includes meteorological elements averaged separately for the AQ and γ classes.
As stated in the previous section, we assumed that the apparent differences in the weather
elements between stable and unstable conditions or between clean and dirty conditions
can be used to indicate the relationships between these variables. Only in the case of air
temperature were the differences between AQ classes larger than the differences between
γ classes. However, it should be repeated that this difference also results from the fact
that most SBI occur during the night, while unstable conditions mainly occur during the
daytime, which is usually warmer than the night-time. In the case of other elements, the
differences suggested their more substantial impact on SBI than AQ (Table 4).

6.3. Cloudiness (N)

Differences in cloudiness between unstable conditions (55–80% on average) and SBI
(28–36% on average) are also apparent in Figure 10, which indicates its more substantial
role in SBI development than for AQ. During SBI, the range of cloudiness variability with
respect to AQ was largest in DJF (20.3%), noticeable in MAM (9.2%) and minor in SON
(2.6%) and JJA (4.8%). This means that in winter and to a lower degree in MAM, cloudiness
alters AQ. For example, in DJF, the cloudiness was approximately 24% for AQ5PM10 and one
time higher (44%) for AQ1. During unstable conditions, the range of cloudiness variability
depending on AQ during a particular season was higher, mostly due to the much lower
cloudiness for AQ5 compared to other classes of AQ (Figure 10c). Thus, a reduction
in cloudiness also favors the occurrence of very bad AQ5 during unstable conditions
(Figure 10). However, it must be noted that the frequency of AQ5 during unstable air was
low in most seasons, particularly in JJA.
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Table 4. Average values of meteorological elements separately for various γ classes and AQ classes.

ME γ Class MAM JJA SON DJF AQ
Class MAM JJA SON DJF

AT γ < −0.5K 10.7 21.1 10.4 0.0 AQ12 10.0 19.0 10.0 1.4
γ ≥ 1.0 K 6.7 16.1 7.7 −3.5 AQ45 4.2 19.8 5.7 −3.3

Diff.γ −4.0 −5.0 −2.7 −3.4 Diff.AQ −5.8 0.8 −4.2 −4.7

V γ < −0.5 K 2.5 2.0 2.0 2.1 AQ12 2.2 1.6 1.8 2.3
γ ≥ 1.0 K 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.5 AQ45 0.9 1.0 0.6 0.8

Diff.γ −2.0 −1.5 −1.6 −1.6 Diff.AQ −1.3 −0.5 −1.2 −1.5

N γ < −0.5 K 72 64 77 85 AQ12 67 59 71 82
γ ≥ 1.0 K 34 35 36 41 AQ45 45 49 51 59

Diff.γ −38 −29 −41 −44 Diff.AQ −22 −11 −20 −23

RH γ < −0.5 K 63 60 77 83 AQ12 68 70 81 82
γ ≥ 1.0 K 78 83 90 86 AQ45 76 75 89 87

Diff.γ 15 23 13 3 Diff.AQ 9 6 9 5

AT [◦C]—air temperature, V [m/s]—wind speed, N [%]—cloudiness, RH [%] –relative humidity, Diff.γ—difference
between γ < −0.5 K and γ ≥ 1.0 K, Diff.AQ—difference between AQ12 and AQ45, values for summer are in grey
due to low frequency of bad and very bad air quality in that season.

6.4. Relative Humidity (RH)

The average humidity revealed minor differences depending on both the air tem-
perature gradient and AQ. In all seasons, it was slightly higher during SBI than unstable
conditions by about 12–14%, except for winter, when the difference was so slight that it was
negligible (4%). The range of variability depending on AQ was also small, which together
implies the nature of the weak relationships between RH, SBI and AQ (Figure 10).

Aside from meteorological elements that are known to influence air quality and SBI,
we also determined the frequency of wet (RH ≥ 90%) and dry (RH ≤ 50%) hours and clear
(N ≤ 20%) and cloudy (N ≥ 80%) hours during the occurrence of particular AQ and γ

classes. The results of these analyses are presented in Figure 11d.

6.5. Wet and Dry Hours

Wet hours were more common during SBI; they occurred during 10 (JJA) to 22% (SON)
of hours under unstable conditions as averaged over all AQ, while they constituted
37.5 (JJA) to 66.7% (SON) of cases during SBI. Excluding summer, during SBI, the fre-
quency of wet hours increased in line with worsening AQ. The range of variability in the
frequency of wet hours depending on AQ during SBI reached 21% in SON, 33% in DJF
and 73% in MAM. For example, in MAM during SBI, wet conditions occurred during more
than 80% of hours with AQ5, and in other seasons, wet conditions constituted 75% (SON)
and 50.7% (DJF) of hours with AQ5. It can be concluded that wet conditions favor the
occurrence of both SBI and polluted air in most seasons except for summer. This conclusion
is also supported by the frequency of dry days (Figure 11), which constituted an irrelevant
percentage of hours with SBI. However, dry days are generally infrequent in the temperate
climate type of Poland and the GZM. The maximum probability of dry hours (9% for
AQ1) during stable conditions was reached in MAM. During unstable conditions, dry
hours were most frequent in MAM and JJA and constituted 30–40% of hours with clean air
(AQ1 and AQ2).

6.6. Clear and Cloudy Hours

It has already been shown that cloudiness is a crucial element impacting the occurrence
of SBI and, to a lesser extent, AQ. We decided to further study the relationships between
these elements and considered the probability of clear and cloudy hours conditioned by
AQ and γ. Clear hours occurred much more frequently during SBI and constituted, on
average, 55–60% of SBI cases, except for DJF (46%). Cloudy hours dominated during
unstable conditions (on average, more than 60% to 80% of cases), excluding summer
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(Figure 11). During SBI, the percentage of clear hours varied depending on AQ in DJF,
thereby impacting air quality. An increased probability of clear hours was also found
during unstable conditions, particularly for AQ5 in MAM and JJA (a small number of
cases), i.e., approximately 60% for AQ5 vs. 10–20% for other AQ classes (Figure 11). It can
be concluded that a low cloudiness favors the occurrence of SBI and AQ5.

7. Probability of Air Temperature Inversions and Bad Air Quality Conditioned by
Ranges of Weather Elements

In this section, the conditional probability (CP) of AQ45 and SBI for particular ranges
of meteorological elements is discussed. Such analysis enabled us to identify the specific
values of weather elements with the highest probability of SBI and AQ45 and distinguish
the thresholds for a clear increase/decrease in the probabilities (SBI and AQ45). Figure 12
shows the CP of SBI (light grey line), AQ45 (dark grey line) and simultaneous SBI and AQ45
(red line, hereafter AQ45 and SBI) for particular ranges of air temperature, wind speed,
cloudiness and humidity. The highest probability is the essential role of an element in the
development of SBI or bad AQ. Similar to the previous sections, we excluded summer due
to the low frequency of AQ45.

The most important factor driving the occurrence of AQ45, AT, had strongest influence
in MAM and DJF; the highest CP of AQ45 reached 94% and 92%, respectively, while the
maximum probability of joint AQ45 and SBI occurrence reached 80% (MAM) and 75%
(DJF). The CP of AQ45 and SBI was accelerating by 2% when AT dropped below 8 ◦C in
MAM and SON and 0 ◦C in DJF. CP enhancement was faster below −2 ◦C in SON, −6 ◦C
in DJF and −4 ◦C in MAM. The role of AT on SBI and AQ45 varied depending on the range
of AT.

In the case of other meteorological elements, the maximum probability of AQ45 in the
period 1993–2020 during SBI was much lower; however, the apparent acceleration of CP
indicates wind speed as the second most important driver of AQ45 during SBI. In each
season, the maximum probability of AQ45 and SBI, reaching approximately 40%, was a
characteristic of calm (0 m/s) conditions, and it rapidly dropped in line with increasing
wind speeds to less than 3% at 1.5 m/s. Wind speed impacts the SBI occurrence to the
greatest extent, which is indicated by a very high CP within the low wind speed range,
particularly in SON and MAM (more than 80%, Figure 12). A rapid increase in the CP of
AQ45 and SBI was found below 2–2.5 m/s. The relationships between SBI, AQ and wind
speed did not change seasonally.

The CP of the joined SBI and AQ45 event was also enhanced by a clear sky. However,
the maximum CP found during the cloudless hours (N = 0%), reaching 19% (MAM) to 37%
(DJF), was lower than the maximum AT and wind speed. The development of cloudiness
(N > 20%) decreased the CP to less than 10% in SON and MAM and 18% in DJF. For N > 20%,
the CP reduction in the subsequent N ranges was much smaller (Figure 12). Cloudiness
had the strongest impact on SBI, in SON and MAM. The CP of SBI reached a maximum
of 70–60% during cloudless hours (N = 0%) and was at least 40% for the cloudiness range
of 20–40%. The probabilities of AQ45 and SBI were almost equal during cloudy hours
(N = 100%) (Figure 12).

The impact of relative humidity on SBI and AQ45 was the weakest of all meteorological
elements. The maximum probability of AQ45 and SBI varied between 8% (MAM) and 15%
(SON) during hours with RH in the range of 80–100% and was lower than 10% for most of
the RH range. The high CP of AQ45 for RH < 30% results from the low number of cases
and should be disregarded. Moreover, the RH more strongly impacted the development
of SBI than the occurrence of bad AQ. This is demonstrated by a steeper increase in SBI
probabilities between RH 20% and 80%.

8. Discussion

The GZM was shown to be a seriously polluted area. The average annual concentra-
tion of PM10 in its central part (Sosnowiec: 44.7 µg/m3, Katowice: 43.5 µg/m3, Zabrze:
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47.6 µg/m3, and Gliwice: 50.1 µg/m3) was higher by at least 50% compared to other Eu-
ropean cities such as Bern: 35.9 µg/m3, Basel: 22.9 µg/m3, Zurich: 24.0 µg/m3, Lugano:
33.0 µg/m3 [86], Liverpool: 25.0 µg/m3 [87], and Helsinki: 18.7 µg/m3 [88], and was lower
by only 6 µg/m3 compared to Tel Avive (50 µg/m3), which is impacted by the transport
of mineral dust from the surrounding deserts [89]. Although our study concerns PM10
concentrations, it is also representative of PM2.5 since many studies have indicated a strong
correlation between these variables [81,86]. In the GZM, PM2.5 has only been measured in
Katowice since 2009, and the series includes many gaps.

Analyzed as a background, the climatology of γ and AQ showed that the daily course
of various γ follows the daily cycle of solar radiation that peaks at midday and results
in the extreme probability of unstable conditions [6] in summer (maximum) and winter
(minimum). The wide seasonal range of the probability of unstable conditions during a
day results from varying a solar angle throughout the year. The daily course of SBI in the
GZM area is also typical, with most SBIs occurring at night when radiative cooling pre-
vails [45,61,90,91]. The probability of summer nocturnal SBI in the GZM area is comparable
to its probability in other parts of southern Poland, as described by Palarz et al. [45], who
used reanalysis data. However, the probability of winter nocturnal SBI was lower in the
GZM area (approximately 25%) than in southern Poland (40–50% by Palarz et al. [45]),
which may confirm the findings of a previous study by Bokwa [42], which indicated the
lower frequency of winter SBI in an urban environment than in its surroundings. This
can be attributed to the large heat capacity and increased thermal turbulence of cities [92].
A comparable probability of winter nocturnal SBI was noted in Łeba, which is located at
the sea coast where the air is more dynamic [44]. In the GZM, the strongest and longest
SBI occurred in autumn when wind speeds and cloudiness factors were lower than those
in winter [93]. The frequency of all day-round SBI is low, unlike that observed at higher
latitudes [8,23,24,27,32,94,95] and in concave terrains [9,26,70,96,97], due to shorter nights
and milder weather conditions and more exposure to general weather conditions in up-
land conditions than in valleys and basins. Daytime SBI mainly occurs in summer, when
favorable weather conditions for SBI development are more frequent than in winter. These
conditions include lower wind speeds and cloudiness. Although rare, all-day SBIs at tem-
perate latitudes are usually related to the general synoptic situation and are frequently of
the advective type [98]. The role of high-pressure systems, wedges or anticyclonic ridges on
SBI development regardless of whether they occur during the daytime has been confirmed
in many studies [33,61,91,98–104], including those completed in the GZM area [98,105].
Large-scale circulation can also lead to a strengthening of near-surface inversion [106].

The annual course of unstable conditions was also typical, with a maximum probability
in summer and June when the longest days, maximum global radiation and highest daily
effective sunshine occurred in Poland [93]. Outside the city, where seasonal changes in
types of ground cover play an influential role (vegetation), the maximum probability
of unstable conditions can be shifted to months with initial vegetation due to the rapid
warming of the surface, with a low amount of heat absorbed during transpiration, which
was found in Moscow and its suburbs [54].

Our study indicated apparent bimodal SBI distributions with a primary maximum
in August and secondary maximum in April and minimums in December and June. Such
an annual course also slightly differs from that found in Łeba in northern Poland, where
a comparably high frequency of SBI persists from April to August but minimum also
occurred in winter [44]. The lowered probability of SBI in the GZM area can result from
the warmer urban surface in the warmest months of a year. Apart from these differences,
generally, the summer maximum and winter minimum of SBI probability are driven by
the annual cycle of wind speed, the number of clear and cloudy conditions and the net
longwave radiation in Poland [93]. The highest probability of the longest and strongest SBI
in SON (not in DJF) results from the lower wind speed and cloudiness in that season in the
GZM area compared to that in DJF. In Teheran, the strongest SBI also occurs in SON [79].
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The daily and annual courses of the AQ classes are linked to the activity of urban
inhabitants. The highest probability of moderate and bad AQ coincided with rush hour
(07–08 UTC and 20 UTC), as is the case in many other urban areas e.g., [107–110]. The
probability of AQ5 remained relatively high throughout the entire night because the very
bad air quality usually occurred during very low air temperatures and was related to more
intense emissions in the near the ground level of atmosphere. Moreover, frosty conditions
are usually associated with clear nights promoted by anticyclonic conditions that enhance
SBI intensity and duration. The nocturnal maximums of the AQ4 and AQ5 probabilities
are compatible with increased night-time SBI occurrence. The similarities in the daily
course of these phenomena are not surprising and have already been reported by many
studies [57–59,76,111–116]. In contrast, the annual courses of SBI and the bad and very bad
AQ class were opposite. However, although rare, winter inversions are of utmost concern
due to enormously intense emissions in the lowest part of air on winter freezing nights
in this region. In the GZM, the maximum hourly PM10 concentrations occurred in winter
during SBI and were higher than the threshold for the very bad AQ class (>180 µg/m3) by
350% to more than 600% depending on the city. In the GZM, the permissible number of
polluted days (35 days a year) is exceeded by more than 200% in most cities of Metropolis,
with a maximum of more than 400% (140 days a year) in Wodzisław Śląski about 55 km on
SW from Sosnowiec (not analyzed in this study). Most of the hours with AQ5 occurred in
the winter months.

The influence of weather conditions on γ and AQ depended on weather elements
and seasons. The relationships between SBI, AQ and weather conditions in the GZM
located in the upland area may be more complicated than those under concave terrain.
This can be concluded based on Whiteman et al. [9], who found that the mechanism of SBI
development and dissipation in basins are more complicated than those in valleys, where
the atmosphere is better protected by the surrounding topography from synoptic-scale
flow intrusions. In the GZM, the wind most directly and immediately affected the SBI
dissipation, particularly in SON and MAM, when the probability of SBI reached more
than 80% during calm condition and ca. 70% under wind speeds up to 0.5 m/s. In most
studies based on daily data, winds below 3 m/s [65], or below 4 m/s [64] were found to be
most favorable to SBI build-up. Our study determined that these speeds act as thresholds
below which a noticeable increase in SBI probability was found. The hourly average wind
speed during SBI (V ≤ 0.5 m/s) is lower than the daily averages because the latter also
includes speeds during the daytime when SBI is rare. The impact of wind speed on AQ was
noticeable under both stable and unstable conditions. Low wind speeds also significantly
affect AQ in other locations e.g., [66–71]. However, in the GZM, the regional wind speed
can be more important than in other cities located in concave terrains that are isolated by
topography, which causes reduced wind speeds [15]. The increased wind speed may also
have an adverse effect on air quality in the case of the long-range transport of pollutants [76]
or recirculation from surrounding emitters [117].

Probability analysis indicated that air temperature triggered air quality reductions,
particularly in winter, because it determines the intensity of emissions in the lowest part
of atmosphere (heating of houses). The effect of air temperature is minor in summer but
only during unstable conditions when the variation in air temperature between the AQ
classes was small. However, the episodes of bad AQ in summer were sporadic with a
slightly enhanced frequency in Sosnowiec, which implies the local nature of the sources
of these episodes. Our previous study of biomass burning organic tracers based on year-
round samplings in Sosnowiec indicated an enormously high concentration of levoglucosan
during summer [118]. This may indicate the local burning of biomass on allotment gardens
and home fireplaces, which, as a consequence, elevate the PM10 concentrations in summer.

We also found that most bad AQ cases in summer during unstable conditions occurred
in the morning between 06–07 UTC (much more common), while bad AQ occurrence under
stable conditions was mostly noted in the evening between 19 and 21 UTC. Some of these
episodes might have had external sources and could have been related to atmospheric
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circulation. Previous research showed that in Sosnowiec during JJA, the highest/enhanced
PM10 concentration was found during southerly and south-westerly air advection under
the influence of anticyclones [112,119]. Such air advection usually causes an increase in air
temperature and possible inversion of certain advection types [98].

The highest air temperature observed in summer and the lowest observed in winter
are frequently linked to anticyclonic conditions, with a frequently low cloudiness favoring
radiative cooling. Consequently, we found cloudiness to be an important factor for SBI
development, but its role in AQ was much lower and limited to clear hours (N ≤ 20%),
which also enhanced the concentration of PM10 during unstable conditions. All cases of
enhanced PM10 concentrations during unstable conditions and clear hours (N ≤ 20%) were
also accompanied by low wind speeds and negative air temperatures. We speculate that
unstable conditions occurring during clear hours, low wind speeds and low air tempera-
tures could have been limited to the urban environment due to the presence of heat islands
that prevented SBI development in the city but not outside the city. This, however, needs
further research.

The relative humidity varied little depending on both γ and AQ. Stronger relations
were found when only dry (RH < 20%) and humid (RH > 90%) hours were considered. We
suppose that the relationship between γ, AQ and RH could be, to some degree, an indirect
effect of the relationships between air temperature and SBI due to the well-known inverse
association of RH and AT. Moreover, the complicated relationships between γ, AQ and
humidity can rise from the fact that the RH in Poland is relatively high and does not vary
substantially within a year [93]. The impact of RH on air quality and temperature inversion
may be more apparent in more arid climates or areas with more a variable RH throughout
the year. We noticed that in transitional seasons (MAM and SON), when the humidity
was generally lower than in winter, its relationship with SBI was stronger, as shown by
a noticeable increase in SBI probability in line with an increasing RH. However, in some
studies, the correlation between RH and air pollution was significant [39,120].

9. Conclusions

In summary, it is complicated to quantify the role of particular meteorological elements
on γ and AQ due to interactions between the meteorological elements. However, it is clear
that air temperature determines the intensity of PM10 emissions, thereby affecting its
concentration in the air, which is seriously enhanced by SBI, particularly in winter. SBI is
directly related to wind speed and the degree of cloudiness, which determines the intensity
of radiative cooling and the development of SBI and a further decrease in temperature,
which translates to an increased relative humidity. In SON and MAM, cloudiness drives
SBI more than air temperature. In winter, the impact of air temperature on SBI rises, and the
maximum SBI probability conditioned by AT is higher than that conditioned by cloudiness.
The relative humidity exhibits a weaker impact on AQ and SBI than all other elements. The
relation between RH, AQ and SBI could, to some degree, result from its strong correlation
with air temperature.

The maximum probability of strong SBI (γ > 5 K) in the early morning (03-06 UTC)
and early evening (17-19 UTC) was found in autumn.

In the annual course, the SBI probability reached its maximum between April and
August. The bimodal shape of the annual course of SBI caused by a reduced SBI occurrence
in May, June and July may result from solar heating of urban surfaces that diminish the
frequency of surface based inversions.

Although the most intense and longest SBI occurred in SON, winter SBI events are of
profound importance due to their strong impact on air quality in the GZM.

Air quality heavily depended on the air temperature gradient, particularly in winter,
when the PM10 concentrations were the highest. Bad and very bad air quality (>90 µg/m3)
constituted 54% and 73% of cases during moderate and strong SBI, respectively. During
SBI in winter, the probability of AQ5 was 4–5 times higher than that in transitional seasons
and 12 times higher than that during unstable conditions.
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Air temperature strongly impacts AQ, particularly in winter during SBI in clear and
calm nights. Wind speed is crucial for SBI development and significant for AQ. A low
cloudiness also favours the occurrence of SBI, alters air quality in winter and spring during
stable conditions and favours the occurrence of AQ5. Wet conditions (RH > 90%) favour the
occurrence of both SBI and polluted air except in summer. Smog episodes (AQ45 during
fog) mainly occurred in autumn and winter, and they constituted a maximum of 20% of
cases with AQ5 in MAM during SBI.

The probability of oppressive episodes of high PM10 concentrations enhanced by SBI
rapidly increases in the GZM area when the air temperature drops below −2 ◦C in SON,
−6 ◦C in DFJ and −4 ◦C in MAM, the wind speed decreases below 1.5 m/s in SON and
DJA and 2.5 m/s in MAM, and the sky is clear (N = 0%) regardless of the season. A change
in RH did not cause a notable change (more than 5%) in the conditional probability of AQ45
during SBI.
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